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THE REAL M OF

Possibility

A NOT FOR PROFIT PROJECT
FOR THE COMMON GOOD.

A community project fostering understanding of
‘The Realm of Possibility’ in creating a peaceful
and sustainable world.

THE REALM OF
POSSIBILITY PROJECT
We - all of humanity - face existential threats on many fronts. Few would
deny that.
It’s clear to those willing to see, that our world is, on multiple fronts,
in a parlous state.
Most thoughtful people recognise that there are many unintended consequences
from our technologically advanced society contributing to that dangerous
state. And a future for sentient beings that is not assured.
And, humanity has the collective power to gift our children and future
generations sustainable, thus stable and life-supporting societies and world.
The Realm of Possibility’s strategic vision to foster and support an enlightened
and sustainable future, the document before you, sets out a direction and a
means with which we hope you may want to engage.
A way where individuals, families, private, public sector organisations and
governments recognise how, each of us, individually and collectively create
and sustain ourselves and our environment or work against that stable and
sustainable state.
It provides us all with the clear option: one of continuing to take the low road,
or two, to wake up, reset and take the high road.

THE BOARD
February 2019
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VISION PURPOSE AND VALUES
VISION

We proclaim a future in which our children and future generations live in a stable and
life-supporting society where a state of Possibility - kindness, understanding, wisdom and
common-sense prevails.

PURPOSE

To foster community understanding of what we mean by ‘Possibility’ and ‘impossibility’. As a
consequence to transform from the high percentage of impossible thinking people to a high
percentage of people influenced by seeing Possibility and in service to the common good.

VALUES

We will pursue our PURPOSE, based on each of us seeing Possibility, and the spirit of kindness,
understanding, wisdom and common-sense that imbues our life and actions in that seeing.

PHILOSOPHY AND RATIONALE
The Realm of Possibility Project is a non-partisan, apolitical, not-for-profit, tax deductable,
charitable foundation.
We offer a non-partisan philosophy to people and organisations of all political convictions,
ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation and philosophical view in redressing what ails society.
The evidence of widespread environmental devastation, human unrest, ill-will, addiction,
hatred and violence tell us that worldwide humanity is not at peace with itself.
Transforming that trend is possible… with widespread, concerted, ongoing facilitation in
seeing a fresh way forward.
Through our innocent lack of understanding of how we create our reality and our world,
we are adding daily to the sum of human distress and potentially the self-destruction of our
habitats and societies.
It is our individual and collective lack of awareness that threatens the sustainability of our
planet and our lives. That lack is ubiquitous, relentless and growing.
We must look within to where the answers we seek lay. In doing so, we come to understand
what living our life from Possibility or impossibility means to us, our families, neighbours,
communities and nations.
Western Australia, because it is where a group of us live, is the initial focus of this plan.
Geographically isolated and small in population, WA is an appropriate first platform to
test the usefulness of our plan for what is intended to become an evolving Australian and
international plan.
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Once the efficacy of this plan establishes in the hearts and minds of enough Western
Australians, we believe a sense of both urgency and cooperation will exist for unequivocal
action; the effect of which will be:
1. to have a cohort of individuals see with clarity that we are creating our world either from
Possibility or impossibility and
2. to be sufficiently aware and thus inspired to work to whatever level to assist others to see
into the realm of Possibility thus transforming their world.
Much will be discovered individually and collectively through this first Western Australian
phase of the plan. We intend to support the replication of the successes across Australia and
take those successful templates to international destinations.

MISSION
Our MISSION is to inspire the population to seek understanding and to take personal and
collective responsibility for the state of our relationship with ourself; our families; our
organisations – private and public; our community; other nations and critically, with the
natural world.
Our MISSION is to assist people in seeing Possibility over impossibility and thus understand
how we, you and I, transform our relationships for the common good and the sustainability
of our planet – and all flora, fauna and sentient beings whose lives depend on a healthy Earth.

ABOUT US
The Realm of Possibility Project is a resource of and for concerned, committed and motivated
human beings - people who recognise that understanding the source (for good or ill) of all
human experience is essential if we are to witness humanity at peace with itself and in love
with the natural environment.
Our sole focus is to tap into those innate human qualities of love, understanding, wisdom
and common sense we all share as one. Moreover, that in so doing to foster and support
community will to redress the social, societal, economic and environmental problems facing
humanity and the planet.
The Realm of Possibility Project recognises that humanity confronts monumental challenges
in sustaining itself. These include (but are not limited to) increasing population levels,
escalating social inequality and its devastating consequences, and the economic chaos that
will ultimately be the result of decades of poor decisions on a wide range of governance
issues at sovereign, corporate and personal level.
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The Realm of Possibility Project equally acknowledges the co-existence of significant
environmental threats to the planet: our flora, fauna, oceans, rivers, rain forests, farm-lands,
the atmosphere, et al.
However, we assert that each of the problems is a symptom of our, yours and my, lack of a
sufficient level of awareness. Each is a consequence of our lack of understanding that our
thinking, individually and as a collective, is at cause in the parlous state in which we find
ourselves and our planet.
NO ISSUE CAN TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER THE REALITY THAT WE, EACH OF US,
ARE AT CAUSE IN BOTH THE PROBLEMS AND THE SOURCE OF THE SOLUTIONS
TO WHAT AILS US.
We are not left wing nor are we right wing. We are not even in the centre. We are beyond
political wrangling, and all that entails.
We welcome people who see beyond the limitations and ideological constraints of politics and
all forms of power and control. And we understand that we must work constructively within
the political systems.
Our sole motivation is the sustainability of planet Earth, the natural world and all sentient
beings.
We cannot be plainer. Our very function is to dispel the myths that blind us and with kindness,
understanding, wisdom and common-sense counter those myths with the reality that we are
both the cause of the problems and the source of the solutions. And to point to how we can
contribute in an engaging, inspiring way that reaches the essence of who we are as human
beings.
By reaching out to people, we can help them to become informed and engaged in seeing
the prevailing reality of global unrest. And then, as a result of that engagement, they can
experience a change of heart. That is; their world view around what is at cause in creating the
parlous state (and what we need to do) will transform. Importantly, their fresh thinking and
new behaviours will become part of the solution helping create the massive transformation
necessary.
Assisting, facilitating, encouraging and showing those individuals a way forward is The Realm
of Possibility Project’s job. It’s our only job.
Finally, as a founding member, we are unpaid, as are our board, all of whom volunteer
their time and considerable expertise. The Realm of Possibility’s prudential management is
of primary concern to our board with few paid staff and all work that can be done efficiently
and effectively by volunteers done by them. Any expertise we lack we outsource. As a result
of this philosophy, all contributions, donations and other income go directly to working with
people in getting our vision realised. All our finances are audited and made available to
members. We are super lean. There is no wastage of time or money.

OUR AIM
In pursuit of our PURPOSE, The Realm of Possibility Project will provide a rallying point, be
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a credible resource and multi-faceted communications centre for seeing Possibility.
At the forefront of our offering will be to facilitate and encouragingly point in the direction
of Possibility and thus positively influence a sometimes confused and mislead community on:
a) The cause of humankind’s dysfunction and the global consequences of that – our individual
lack of understanding and therefore our poor use of the gift of Thought. Hence too many
of us living too often in the after-effects of that – our impossibility thinking, feelings and
behaviour.
b) The solution to humankind’s dysfunction – our understanding of the gift of Thought.
Then living more of the time influenced from the realm of Possibility and the kindness,
understanding, wisdom and common-sense inherent there, guiding our thinking, feelings
and behaviour.
To this end, we recognise crucial determinants to The Realm of Possibility’s success or failure.
Some of these are:
1. We will only be and stay relevant if we provide high quality written materials that
point clearly in the direction of our innate wholeness and the experience of kindness,
understanding, wisdom and common-sense.
2. We will only stay relevant if our retreats and training deliver to participants an experience
that enables them to see Possibility and therefore they experience the kindness,
understanding, wisdom and common-sense inherent in each of us. And how we innocently
live blindly from our accumulation – our life long beliefs, opinions and judgments believing
them to be the truth and thus live from impossibility. This criterion will be our ongoing
touchstone that determines our every action.
3. Growing and retaining our member’s involvement and support is pivotal to The Realm of
Possibility Project’s success.
4. Ongoing funding is crucial to the successful prosecution of our strategic plan.
5. Our very existence lies in the integrity and authenticity we bring to our PURPOSE, AIM,
VISION AND VALUES and reviewing and revising as necessary our MISSION, OUTCOMES
AND MEANS.
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HOW WE VIEW THE NEXUS THAT EXISTS
BETWEEN SEEING POSSIBILITY AND
SEEING IMPOSSIBILITY
As The Realm of Possibility Project moves forward, we must strive to express ourselves in
ways that make sense to those we speak with, on the validity, potential and efficasy of our
proposition; and that is, we operate as human beings from either a state mind that is seeing
Possibility or a state of mind that is seeing impossibility.
And that the state of our relationship with our self, with our life partners, with our family,
friends, colleagues, neighbours and the rest of the world reflects that state – one of Possibility
or one of impossibility.
Our state of mind is often poor - we see life from a state of impossibility. That is the beginning,
the middle and the end to what ails the world.
To prosecute our case, we need to demonstrate that the remedy for what ails each of us, is to
see from a state of Possibility more of the time. That is the task we face.
Moreover, it’s for us to understand the extent to which various broad groupings of people see
and respond to the idea that we are the source of the problem via our erroneous thinking,
and how they might think about our messages, and respond to them.
In the broadest possible terms (and unresearched) the following are four groupings that
make sense at present.

GROUP A - AWAKE & THUS COMMITTED

These individuals acknowledge to some significant degree their own 100% contribution to
the parlous state of the world.
Bear in mind as you read this and the following three categories that each of us can be
accurately categorised as being ‘perfectly flawed human beings’.
This grouping of individuals are living their lives within their community in a more conscious
way, and are kind, understanding people that see life through a high level of wisdom and
common-sense.
Group A people demonstrate in their lives how to live in a stable, sustainable, giving and
loving world.
This group is intrinsically motivated around contributing to protecting humankind and the
natural environment.

GROUP B - AWAKE & COMMITTED TO VARYING DEGREES

These individuals acknowledge to a limited degree their contribution to what ails them and
the world.
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Their understanding of and attitudes toward human thinking being at cause in the problem
the world faces varies widely.
They have concerns about the existential threats we face.
Again, to varying degrees, currently feel lost, believing that anything they do doesn’t count in
the grand scheme of things. Therefore, they are not drivers of love, understanding, wisdom
and common sense within their communities.
Unlike Group A, these people are more likely to focus on personal, tangible concerns and
priorities. These include job security, the economy, health, education and anything which
appears to be more pressing and immediate than a world at peace with itself.
This Group, to a degree, is motivated intrinsically around caring for others and the natural
environment but their extrinsic values and personal needs and more materialistic lifestyles
hold sway in their lives.

GROUP C – ASLEEP AND COMMITTED TO THEIR OWN BELIEFS,
OPINIONS, JUDGEMENTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES

These individuals point at ‘them out there’ and to external problems as to what ails them and
the world.
These people currently represent the largest part of the population. Variously, they may feel
confused or lack interest in the state of their mind and therefore the state of the world they
are creating.
They see their world coming at them and not being created by them.
This group drives themselves by their intrinsic need for survival – food and shelter and their
extrinsic values such as having enough money. They don’t recognise that the very things
they need and value are at risk to the existential threats to the stability and sustainability of
the world.

GROUP D (MIXED GROUP) - DENIERS, SCEPTICS AND FUNDAMENTALISTS
These individuals also point to external problems as to what ails them and the world.

These people represent a very influential, often financially and politically powerful section of
the population.
In the main, this group deny their personal 100% contribution to the world we create.
Their often-heavy conditioning presently blinds them to seeing that we, not ‘them’, are at
cause in the world we create.
Members of this group are often active in disputation, seeking power and control. Their
level of activism may confine itself to the ballot box but frequently extends its influence on
sectarian and other forms of violence. This group, because of their entrenched views, are the
hardest to reach.
US FALLING INTO THIS GROUP IS THE BIGGEST THREAT WE FACE AS A COHORT.
WE NEED TO AVOID SMOKING OUR OWN DOPE AND CONTINUE TO LOOK IN THE
DIRECTION OF POSSIBILITY.
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CHANGING ATTITUDES
SUSTAINED, RELEVANT, ENGAGING, FACILITATIVE, COMMUNICATION will facilitate
openness.
The Realm of Possibility Project’s primary task (see below) is to:
• facilitate transformation in people’s awareness so that there is migration from Group B
into A and
• from Group C into B and
• who knows a migration from D to C
• The more people that migrate into a more intrinsically motivated group, the more will be
the impact on the world in which we live –
• including the politicians and other key spheres of influence such as industry, commerce
and media.

GROUP A

Since these people are very concerned and willing, they form most of our initial support
base either directly or indirectly.

GROUP B

These are our secondary target audience. When these Western Australians are effectively
communicated with, influenced at the level of their intrinsic values and shown a way
forward, large numbers will support the same personal and collective OUTCOMES around
self-awakening as Group A.
Once Group A increases in numbers, it will be a voting force that no political party of
any persuasion can or will ignore. Indeed, politicians of all persuasions will seek the
endorsement of these people.
(The Realm of Possibility Project contends that the critical mass and momentum to produce
some change is upward of 20% of the population. For a significant change, critical mass
is upward of 30%. Massive change requires upward of 40%. That said; as we materially
influence real and sustainable awakening it is eminently possible that a further 5 to 15% will
progressively grasp the significance of the inside-out nature of the human experience and create
the landslide of community awakening needed).

GROUP C

Our outcome is to adopt fresh, powerful values-based communications to redress
uninformed scepticism, disinterest and apathy. If we maintain our focus and energy
to inform Group C, breathe life and engagement into our conversation with them and
reinforce the links between inaction, and personal and family consequences in a way that
encourages transformation rather than frightens; there will be migration into Group B.
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GROUP D

This group, like most of us a lot of the time, are certain that they are right and that others
are wrong We are not targeting this group but need to respectfully acknowledge their
beliefs, opinions and judgements without defending our position. If we fall into that trap,
we are firmly in Group D.

THE CHALLENGES IN SUMMARY
• The current state of the world would imply that too few people understand or appreciate
the magnitude and immediacy of the threat that we, the people, pose to life on Earth.
• Similarly, too few fully comprehend that our contribution via our seeing Possibility or
seeing impossibility is the source of the threat we pose.
• Knowledge of the availability of the simple but profound understanding we point to is
almost non-existent, and its very simplicity in the face the prevailing world view – the
beliefs, opinions and judgement pose the greatest challenge to us.
• General community apathy is high. In this psychological environment, cynicism, and
inaction will prevail. Without a shift in community understanding and thus perception
and attitude, the course humanity is on is self-destructive with frightening consequences.
• The world is hostage to our fears, ignorance and thus the world of expediency we have created.
• Funding, volunteer skills, awake and thus motivated people are currently in short supply.
Conveying THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY’S message will rest largely on the extent to
which we can energise and augment this existing small force.
• Summing up: we will face people that are certain that what we point toward is a dubious
concept at best with questionable foundations and therefore is not to be taken seriously.
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SPECIFIC OUTCOMES AND THE MEANS
These are guided by our Vision, Philosophy, Purpose Values, Mission and Aims

OUTCOME: THE DEVELOPMENT AND MANIFESTATION OF THE
STRATEGIC INTENT OF THIS PLAN

To create a plan that details the OUTCOMES and the MEANS of achieving THE REALM OF
POSSIBILITY PROJECT’S VISION, deliver on its PURPOSE, work within the framework of its
VALUES and achieve is AIMS and MISSION.

MEANS:

• What you are reading is the Realm of Possibility Project plan – a work in progress.
• To continue to work, review and revise this plan and utilise the OUTCOMES AND MEANS
to engage Partners in Possibility in realising this plan and by our kindness, understanding,
wisdom and common-sense to foster and retain such people.

OUTCOME: THE CREATION OF A GUIDE

To write a guide that explains the concepts of Possibility and impossibility – and the inside out
nature of the human experience. A guide that explains and points the reader in the direction
of Possibility. A guide that equally explains impossibility and distinguishes between the two.

MEANS

• Completed: The guide Possibility … a state of mind is written and published.

OUTCOME: THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY RETREAT PROGRAM

To design and develop a three-day retreat that facilitates a lived experience of the guide
Possibility … a state of mind.
To offer on a regular basis the retreat in Perth Western Australia and surrounds.
To be open to offers to deliver the retreat in other parts of Australia and the globe.

MEANS

• Completed: The Retreat curriculum is developed and available.
• The first Retreat is scheduled for day – month – 2019
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OUTCOME: TO PROVIDE INDIVIDUALS INSPIRED BY POSSIBILITY
WITH TRAINING IN DELIVERING THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY RETREAT
PROGRAM AND ONE ON ONE COACHING
To offer a training and development program to those seeing the potential in The Realm of
Possibility Project.

MEANS

• To offer individuals participation in the retreats.
• To offer individuals participation in a monthly training day.
• To offer individuals a monthly coaching program.
• To offer a peer review and development program for established mentors

OUTCOME: GENERAL PARTICIPATION AND INVOLVEMENT

To build and retain an active and committed membership which enables THE REALM OF
POSSIBILITY PROJECT to realise its VISION, deliver on its PURPOSE, work within the
framework of its VALUES and achieve is AIMS and MISSION.

MEANS

• To utilise each of our communications/advertising/communications channels to seek
participants and by our kindness, understanding, wisdom and common-sense to foster
and retain existing members

OUTCOME: MEMBERSHIP SYSTEM

To implement a robust cloud-based organisation for members to work within, operate from,
stay connected to and be fully informed about THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT in
real time.

MEANS

To utilise a website as our platform and back end operational system for:
• all electronic membership communications including those on social media networks.
• continual to develop this operational platform and its integration with our website
to work with those within and outside of our data-base
• actively encourage membership engagement in the affairs of THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY
PROJECT
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OUTCOME: FOSTERING CHAMPIONS WITHIN OUR MEMBERSHIP

To develop a group of dedicated people willing to speak out on behalf of THE REALM
OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT committed to addressing and redressing the understanding of
Possibility and its core in transforming humanity and thus the entire planetary environment.

MEANS

• determine the attributes necessary to be such a person
• identify, recruit, train, induct and support those people who meet the required criteria,
particularly those from business
• provide them with the resources necessary to carry out their role
• establish and securely fund a development program for the training and support of
these people

OUTCOME: INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS TO VOLUNTEERS

To regularly, clearly and openly communicate to our Volunteers about the affairs of THE
REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT — the progress, challenges, campaigns, gains and losses.

MEANS

• communicate weekly or more often if necessary,
• though access to a secure area
• an E-newsletter
• direct contact when required
• specific workshops and meetings

OUTCOME: GENERAL MEMBERSHIP COMMUNICATIONS

To regularly, clearly and openly communicate to our general membership about the affairs
of THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT – the progress, challenges, campaigns, gains
and losses.

MEANS

• communicate monthly or more often with messages of inspiration and engagement
• general members’ secure website access
• an E-newsletter
• general Workshops and meetings
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OUTCOME: CAPITAL STRUCTURE/FUNDING

To develop multiple income streams and a very prudent capital structure for THE REALM OF
POSSIBILITY PROJECT.

MEANS

• secure all necessary Commonwealth and State charitable approvals
• secure all necessary tax concessions at both a Commonwealth and State level
• identify potential donors and their motivating interest in supporting THE REALM OF
POSSIBILITY PROJECT
• develop communications/fundraising approaches relevant to each potential donor group
• explore and develop social enterprise activities that may provide a commercial revenue stream

OUTCOME: GOVERNANCE

To develop best practice governance to guide THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT into
the future

MEANS

• develop and have registered a complying constitution appropriate to the needs of
the registering authority, the Australian Taxation Office and the Australian National
Charities Commission
• clearly define and document the skills and attributes required of Board Members
• develop and adhere to policies and practices for the Board
• ensure that Board members adhere to the constitutional, policy and practice requirements
• ensure that regular compliance checks are carried out to ensure that we meet all legislative,
regulatory, constitutional, policy and practice requirements
• conduct ongoing reviews of THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT’S strategic direction
and update this plan
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OUTCOME: MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATION AND SYSTEMS

To implement an excellent decentralised operational/administration system utilising Cloud
computing and other state-of-the-art technologies.

MEANS

To utilise Nation Builder as our platform and system for:
• all internal communications
• membership creation and maintenance
• all data processing
• electronic fundraising
• electronic communications
• receiving feedback from members and other constituents
• monitoring our effectiveness in all areas of our online communications

OUTCOME: QUALITY CONTROL

To develop and follow agreed, written, regularly reviewed and updated standards for THE
REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT’S activities and representations to the community, business
and media.

MEANS

To produce an on-line quality control manual to support our Membership OUTCOME.

OUTCOME: DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

To establish an interlinked web network of local/interstate and international groups and
individuals who can further the philosophies, mission, OUTCOMES and initiatives of THE
REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT.

MEANS

To set up on Nation Builder links and alliances.
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OUTCOME: REAL-TIME UPDATES

To implement an evolving, learn-more-as-we-go, resetting and planning process throughout
THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT.

MEANS

Meeting monthly face to face with a core group of THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT
communicators to assess and reset our plan.

OUTCOME: MEDIA, COMMUNITY RELATIONS

To develop and maintain THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT’s image, the capacity to
impact, credibility and community acceptance at the very highest level

MEANS

• develop and implement media and community relations policy and practice, including
who will be THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT’S community face and where
responsibility for all community statements lies
• develop and maintain an excellent written, web and social media presence
• engage and maintain a network of expert support in all areas that impact on THE REALM
OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT’S community presence
• ensure ongoing monitoring of all information relevant to THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY
PROJECT’S vision and aims to ensure that what it is doing and saying is current
• develop and implement an independent monitoring system that measures THE REALM
OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT’S effectiveness with the media, community relations and
communications and the ongoing composition of its target group

OUTCOME: COMMUNICATIONS

To disseminate relevant, compelling information about 1) seeing Possibility or seeing
impossibility and the ramifications, and 2) the roles people (individually and collectively)
can play to foster the work of THE POSSIBILITY PROJECT and 3) to use the most powerful
psychologically researched communications techniques available in achieving our outcomes.

MEANS

To utilise all of the following:
• research, profiling and communications tools
• target audience information
• our armoury of facts
• social media, electronic media, print media, direct communications and community
relations.
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OUTCOME: TARGET AUDIENCES

To continue clarifying our audiences using the current research and to utilise communications
and programs tailored directly to them.

MEANS

To set in place:
• a unit designed specifically to keep abreast of the psychological research and profiling of
audiences and messages as to their effectiveness to inform all THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY
PROJECT’S communications
• within Nation Builder a monitoring/research system to assess the effectiveness of our
online communications in reaching and influencing our audiences and to establish new
audiences.
• an independent monitoring/research system to assess the effectiveness of our mainstream
communications

OUTCOME: CREATE AN ARMORY OF FACTS

To search for and make readily available the most current, compelling information about the
impact of impossibility thinking on regional, national and global environments and the most
proven ways to communicate and influence our target audiences.

MEANS

• Develop processes to ensure that all THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT information
is relevant and current
• Ensure that our information includes clear, relevant and practical alternatives that address
the community’s fears
• Provide options for community access to that information through web and social media
• Provide appropriate commentary on the information, where appropriate
• Provide web, social media and personal community contact opportunities for interested
people to seek clarification or further information
• Promote the information bank through all available public media
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OUTCOME: COMMUNICATING THE MESSAGE

To implement a targeted, multichannel communications campaign that will deliver THE
REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT’S messages each month to at least 90% of the adult
population of Western Australia. The campaign will inform them of the present and growing
realities of impossibility thinking and its impacts on current and future generations of
Australians and humankind in toto and what role they can take in redressing it.

MEANS

To utilise all available research, profiling and communications tools to achieve our
OUTCOMES such as our Target Audience information, Armory of Facts information and
specifically our various medium; web platform, social media, electronic media, print media,
direct communications and community relations.

OUTCOME: STRATEGIC ALLIANCES

To identify and develop mutually-fulfilling strategic alliances for the effective implementation
of THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT’S OUTCOMES.

MEANS

To appoint a person to identify, set up and foster those strategic alliances.

OUTCOME: MARKING OUR SUCCESS

THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT will be successful if in its first three years it achieves:

MEANS

• A membership of 2,000
• Recruits and actively supports 200 active volunteers
• 20,000 visits to the website
• 2,500 social media followers
• Financial sustainable
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OUTCOME: FROM WESTERN AUSTRALIA TO THE REST OF AUSTRALIA
AND TO THE WORLD
To create a template that will be usable nationally and internationally

MEANS

• Maintain excellent records of successes, set backs and all challenges
• Engage national and international supporters at an early stage to assist with our ongoing
development and design

A FINAL WORD
We recognise that THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT’S vision is bold – some will say
unrealistic – others a mission impossible – some the work of crazy people.
We say in response: with a kind and consistent approach, we can and will, as a group looking
in the direction of Possibility, halt the drift toward impossibility thinking – thinking, that
in observing social media, watching the nightly news or reading the daily newspapers is
endemic.
Only by individual human insight into the realm of Possibility, sustained by enough of us,
over the long term, can we build community will to ultimately overcome the impossibility
thinking that plagues the world and is at the heart of each problem humanity faces.
Without that action, our life-supporting ecological environment will disappear. We will face
the devastation of our life-supporting arable land, precious waterways, clean air and as a
result all sentient beings.
We must stop relying on our politicians to take the lead. We must show them the way forward.
The implications are clear if we do nothing. It’s not enough to be witness to disaster, and nor
is it necessary. There is urgent work to be done by us all.
THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY PROJECT welcomes your support and involvement in whatever
way you’re able, in creating community understanding for a kinder, wiser populous and a
more peaceful and sustainable world.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
If you have any questions - or to get involved with this unique not-forprofit organisation, please contact:
John A Wood
johnawood@therealmofpossibility.org.au
You can read more about the Realm of Possibility Project at
www.therealmofpossibility.org.au
Feel free to leave a comment on the website forum.

THE REAL M OF

Possibility
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